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INTRODUCTION

Determining c1. ' arJ acc;,-aid -:-ob specifications for a proposed_job is
an important functr c -rIkzitril's contract department. The failure to
properly determine -)ecit ,::vticols of the job and the production methods
available for theimt ca, rt.jit in:an inaccurate bid being submitted to the
business concern.. -,71e. accentInce .61 a contract job where costs are only par-
tially determinedice,, -r2sult Jr1 TzOwered revenue for the workshop. In order to
determine more a=-J,'Atel,.,' cc,Sts of doing the work, the workshop must ex-
amine .the job specificatTEom determine: what is to be done; the materials
to be used; the l*Tglipetf, dedline(s); the requirements of quality control;
equipment and macier ,ieed6; the skills required of employees to complete
the work; and, otf0P- fm---,rc which will help identify the job., The more de-
tailed the specificat-,,ns T1 the job, the easier it will be to determine if
the job can be completed j the workshop and the costs necessary to complete
the job.

. The workshop should, for a majority of contract jobs, be able to develop
written job specifications prior to submitting bids to contractors. Such
.thorough-knowledge ofjobs starts the workshop in a positive direction--one
which, will result in revenues similar to those projected for on the. bids. On
occasion, the workshop may have little time tO prepare detailed written spec-
ifications before submitting a bid. Information contained in this publication
will assist the reader in identifying specifications which must be determined
as they are directly related to the costs of doing the work.

The purpose of this publication is to help production staff understand:
(I) what job specifications are, (2) why written specifications are important,
and(3) what is involved with documenting specifications. By understanding
these concerns, production staff will gain important insight into the rela-
tionship among written job specifications and doing the job and, thus, provide
the opportunity for better financial management and facility operations. A
checklist has been provided which can be used by the workshop when preparing
written job specifications.

Alan D. Gilbertson, M.S.

April, 1982



JOB =PEC IF ICAT IONS

When the contract procurement specialist for the rehabilitation workshop
makes contact with a potential customer, the outcome can be in the form of a
job ccrontract on which the workshop may make a bid. More than one meeting may
be reciquired in order to obtain such a job order.

M positive outcome of the meeting is when the potential customer provides
the wcnrkshop with a sample, prototype,_or drawings and specifications of a
job. The contract procurement specialist must then, either independently or
joint-ny with the workshop, evaluate the job to be completed and its suitabil-
ity tcn the needs and capabilities of the workshop. At this point, it becomes
importItant for the workshop to determine accurate job specifications.

MAT EXACTLY ARE IOB SPECI_ICATIO S?

...Mob specifications are accurate descriptions of the technical require-
lents-- for products,services, or materials. Assuming the form of written
AescrWptions, diagrams, drawings, or industrial standards, they specify: ma-

inVolved, quantities to be produced, what is to be done, how it is to
be donire, minimum quality control requirements, and date(s) for completion of
the wcmprk.

MY A,11E JOB SPECIFICATIO S IMPORTANT AND NECESSARY FOR THE

REHAE= IL ITAT I ON FACILITY?

Trhere are six important reasons for baying job specifications.

1 . Documented job specifications rovide valuableinformation for the
worksho- in its determination as to whether or_not it wants thejob,
can coTplete the ob correctl or can financiall benefit from the_
-job.

Vimaritten job specifications provide valuable information while the work-
shop 17s still in- the planning stage--while it is still deciding whether to
WI on or accept the proposed job. During this time, the workshop is attempt-
ing to _find out as much as possible regarding the job._ Factors the workshop
will yeRant to explore include: shipping/receiving requirements of materials
md fifmnished products; levels.of acceptable quality for in-coming materials,
mteriaEals .in Process, and outgoing .products; manufacturing requirements of
the_.jott); ancL determining who (the facility or the contractor) is responsible
for..sup7Iplying.materials, equipment', and machinery necessary to complete the
job.: Mccurate specifications on the above factors provides the facility with
sufficiVient infbrmation necessary to deterwine if it is interested in'complet-
tng'theEa..job. Knowing manufacturing and quality requirements clues the..
orkshcnpas to whetherit has the manpower skills and machinrnv and 'equipment
lemissiry to correctly complete the job. Last, and most importantly, the



workshop can more accurately project the costs of accepting and completing
the job as well as the anticipated-revenue to be gained.

2. Documented_job specifications Assist the worksho durin roduction
scheduling, when urchasing materjals, and in the selectiOn of employ-
ees for the job.

Written job specifications include information pertinent to production
scheduling, such as: shipping/receiving dates of materials and finished
products; the quantities to be produced; and job materials which must be

. sup-
plied by the facility. Hietala (1980) stated-that production scheduling is
a "... planning process for determining: (1) what has to be done, (2) how
long it will take, (3) who will work on which job, and (4) when to begin and
finish each production job" (page 1). Production scheduling is one tool the
workshop can use to maximize profits. As discussed in point one, job speci-
fications detail when the job will arrive at the workshop, and when the
completed products .must be shipped from the workshop. The quantity to be
produced is also detailed on the specifications form. Knowing the quantity
to be produced and production time allowed, the workshop canschedule the job.
When.the production department's job orders .are low, the workshop can either:
.(1) assign a. few employees, or (2) assign all that are available and capable
of.cOmpleting the work. The, workshop may opt to assign only a few employees
so that-thejob is processed &ming the entire time span agreed upon by the
contractor and'workshop. Normally, the longer employees are on the job, the
more proficient they become. Quality and quantity of work should increase.
The 'assignment of a few employees to the job means that fewer will need to be
trained- on .the job by the supervisor.

The workshop may decide to assign as many employees as are available and
'capable to the job. This affords the workshop the opportunity to place most
employees on a job instead of having them idly sitting, awaiting some other
job Depending on the lehgth of the job, this is a short, temporary situa-
tion. When the job ends, the eallyvees will once again be sitting. Hopefully,
another job will be secured before the current job is completed.

Observe the chart on the folitming page which compares the advantages and
disadvantages 'of assigning a mintmum or maximum number of clients to a job.
..Besides..being used as a'tool for maximizing profits, production scheduling can
.also . provide for more effective supervision. The production schedule indica-
Aes.tothe department and the supervisor what has to be done, who will do it,
-when it -will be clOne, and bow much will be produced. It establishes supervi-
sory accountability for the job.

Job specifications are helpful when materials must be purchased. Infor-
,mation obtained should include: quantities requirech dimensions, weights,
sizes, etc., of materials; acceptable levels of quality the materials must
meet; where-...they can be obtained; when they must be secured and received at
.the workshop; and, the manner in which they will be shipped to the workshop.
With thisAnformation, the workshop purchasing agent (bookkeeper, order clerk)
can'obtain quotes And make purchases. Errors associated with incorrect mate-
rial purchases will become loss common,
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Advantg_cs

Disadvar tages_

Minimum # Assioned Maximum # Assigned

1 Ease of training 1. Maximum # clients are

._ Lower supervision - working (not idle)

employee ratio

Maximum job exposure

(fiamiliaritY)

2. Allows job to be

completed in shorter

period of time

4. Higher proficiency

(quality/quantity)

1. Maximizes length of_

time to complete job -

1. Higher supervision -

employee ratio

if delays occur/job 2. Minimum job exposure

could become late 3. Difficult to train many

2. Capable and ready

clients may be sitting

not placed on job

4. Higher risk Of unaccept-

able quality and quantity

Finally, job smpecifications are helpful when employees are to be selected
for the job. Informmation obtained should include: requirements of the job,
such as Skills, apt-ltudes and quality, and the quantity to be produced during
a given peod oft-ime, such as in d day, week, or a month. A review of the
performandevaluation for each employee should indicate the rate of produc-
tivity (10O being industrial "normal" production rate). Employees whose
quantity andlualit25, levels meet or exceed those required to complete the job
can then baselectet=1 for the work. This reduces the chances of placing em-
lployees °tithe job twhoseskilis are not acceptable, and thus reduces the
.chanceS ofmr.quaiNity being turned out by the workshop.

3. Domented., _Mb s-:ecifications reduce 'o arts errors while increasin
efficienc on the job::

.Writtmjob spi=ecifications describe in detail each piece of material used
on the joh .The.decription can assume the forms of size, color, dimension,
weight, 'diagrams or pictures. The more descriptive the information, the less
chance thOrong inilterials will be shipped in to and used by the workshop.
Through inspection.,c)f materials, it should be easier to judge what is unac-
ceptable quafty lemihem errors are reduced, efficiency on the job will
approach projected (:),' anticipated levels.



4. Documented ob s ecificati lin=s reduce individual errors
with_what is meantl acce.tble roduction.

Socited

Written job specificatims inclucmde descriptions of acceptable amd imac-
ceptable quality. _This appiMs to raLav materials., goods-in-process, ad
finished goods. Shipping/meiving C-lerks, supervisors, and emploPaes are
better able to determine whatto set c..side as unacceptable) and what to go
ahead and do.

5. Documented job s ecification make employees
-for maintainin--accetable wc=prk tolerances.

When employees start wofflrig with-ii incomplete or incorrect instrmtions,
they are more likely to turnout faulltity production. Thus, employees sliould
be considered part of the mons floveRio of production for the product. If they
make mistakes, they change theprocessE3 flow. When the job specifications are
accurate and not left to interpotaticni by individuals assigned to the various
work tasks, the work stands abetter =Fiance of being completed correctly. _If

specifications are documented, both th7le sUpervisor and the employees should
be aware of what constitutesacceptabille work. Then, when a job, or onespe-
cific component of a job is food to L=De unacceptable, documented jobspeci-
fications assit in locating theemplo)"wee who, for some reason, has bego
turning out unacceptable work.

6. Documented 'ob s ecificationsEa rovide valuable informat
jobs w-h4c are simila and renaduces the need
rials and'manufactu ecfications.

When the workshop has rtmarched and developed accurate specificaticms
for a specific job, it simplifies and -reduces the amount of time requimci for
determining materials and mameacturirmig specifications on future jobswhich
are similar in nature. A pelument re=tcord file of-documented job specifica-
tions for each job accepted tithe wor-Hkshop can provide immediate_access to
information useful when prepuing spec=ifications for fUture, sirnilar jObs.
Some mays in which .documentedjob spm=ifications provide immediate acuo to
information necessary for planning for-- future jobs include the following:

(1) materials requisitimithg L.::1103W who supplies the materials,the ap-
proximate cost of themateri als, order and delivery times, hlivery
method, etc.

job_set-up - know job layout_ design(s) that are most.efficient, know
machines, equipment, ud too s required for the job as well u their
production capabilides, etc .

for future

m.utationof mate-

employee selection -aware o--f worker tolerances, skills, aptitudes,
etc., necessary to anplete =specific job tasks, may have listof
clients capable of ampletirimwq job tasks correctly.

(4) manufacturing process know points where job should be inspeced to
insure acceptable quflity, kowtow correct packaging/shipping mlods
for completed products.

9
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(5) job duration - know approximately how long job takes to complete,
knowing variables- such as number and types bf clients assigned to
the job.

(6) job problems - aware of production problems associated with the job.

DETERMINING JOB SPECI 'CATIONS

The subject of documenting job specifications will be approached-from the
standpoint of the support services restrictions that are -placed upon the mate-
rials and process required of a job. For example, materials will be discussed
as they relate to shipping/receiving methods, manufacturing methods, and qual-
ity requirements. Likewise, the process of doing the job will be discussed as
it relates to the three major support categories. Observe the following
.diagram:

JOB
-- MATERIALS --

PROCESS --

Sqpport_Services

Shipping/Receiving

Manufacturing Control

Quality Control

The first part of this section will discuss the requirements of materials
for the job and their relationship_with shipping/receiving, manufacturing con-
trol,and quality control. In addition to discussion on each of these areas,
forms and/or checklists will be provided for the reader. The workshop should,
whenever considering a new or the renewal of a contract job, complete the
checklists provided so as to better determine whether the job can be completed
correctly, accurately, and within determined costs.

Part I: Material S ecifications

Material .specifications should state clearly what each material required
for a contract job must be, with limits on tolerances to specifications where
appropriate. .They should stipulate quality standards that the workshop can
easily:check and, whenever possible, the specifications should be capable of
being .met by several vendors. Withoutproper and realistic specifications,
vendors cannot deliver desirable materials to the workshop This means that
the workshop must have received clear specifications for materials from the
contractor.

Well drawn-up specifications secure the combination of properties de-.
sired in materials, gain uniformity of-quality, facilitate quotation compari
sons, avoid undue variety in items and thus reduce inventories, and promote
efficient purchasing and rapid deliveries.

.5
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If materials are purchsed without specificiations by the workshop, the
_purchasing-department mustazunn ea. the responsibility for any failure of the
materials to perform. Thusipurc=hasing must demand the preparation of spec-
ifications from the contradpror7urement specialist and inform management of
the workShop if none art prevideci.

As stated previously,mattrl'al specifications can be approached from the
standpoint of the support suvicea.s restrictions placed upon the materials,
namely shipping/receiving mthod, quality control, and manufacturing control.
Each will be discussed.

A. 1$1102011sUiyins_SEgcifications of Materia

When a workshop acceptsa cc,fitract job, raw materials, equipment, and
'machinery 'required for proussings the job must be procurred, either from the
contractor, in-house, or anther outside source. To aid in the proper selec-
tion of materials to be usedfor tile contract job, the workshop should prepan
written material specificadms atild give them to the source providing the ma-.
terials'. Not-only will ernrsHof' interpretation be lessened, but also, time
will- besaved in locating thespeh-cified material.

Shipping/receiving specificatitions of materials can be broken into three
'areas= (i) purchasing spedflcat=ions, (2) packaging specifications, and (3)
delivery specifications. Puchasing specificAtionA should specify accurately
.and.precisely.the materialsud pl...w.ts to be purchased. Dimensions, propor-
tions and any Other asoectsof ma-terial size should be stipulated, along.With
other characteristics of iniportarice, such as weight, color, surface hardness
and finish, tensil and dielectic .strength, and elasticity. Buying proper
quality depends on having anuralt4a specifications from which to work, placing
orders withireliablevendon,aml checking material and parts purchased against
specifications. A spetificetkm Is no more than an accurate description of the
material to be purchased.

Purchase specificationsmn IDe prepared with the following materials qual.
ity restrictions, the firstthree of which are the most commonly used:

1. trade or brand nanes, hoe., tools, machinery

2. commercial standanhand tolerances

3. blueprints arid drawings ...with dimensional standards

4. market grades, i.e., luiner, beef

5. chemical analysis uphy5ical characte istics, i.e raw metals

6. description of pursese oil use

7. vendor's samPle

8. workshop's sample

1 1
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Purchase specifications by trade or brand name should be used only where the
branded-product is found to be sutlerior to all -others for the-intended pur-
pose. Otherwise, the workshop is placed in the situation of being dependent
upon the vendor's reputation for quality. Purchase specifications by deserip_-
tion of -ur-ose or use, on the other hand, is highly effective. This form of
specification is easy to prepare and is especially useful in the purchase of
machines or tools about which the workshop has no particular technical knowl-
edge.

Many workshops, however, will find that much of which they order in terms
of materials and parts will depend solely on that which is described in order
catalogs and on price sheets. For example, a workshop requiring cardboard
.containers for packing completed products may find the type of container_they
require after.reading catalog container descriptions. At that point, all that
remains is to order the containers according to_the description title and
catalog number, if any. The price of the material also assists in identifying
the ordered material.

Packaging s ecifications-, a second area within shipping/rece ving sped--
ifications. of materials, should specify how the product should be protected._
during:shipment to the- workshop. When the contractor assumes the'responsibil7r.
ity for-shipping materials and parts to the workshop, packaging specifications':
will hot-need to state anything further than to that effect. If, however, the
workshop either, transports' materials and' parts to the-workshop by..its own

.

vehicle, or employs .anoUtside transport firm to do-so, then packaging spec.7..
ifications.become.increasingly important. Incorrect or incomplete-packaging
specifications may result in materials and parts being damaged while in tran-
sit to the workshop, and the workshop may find itself in the predicament of
compensating the- contractor for damages.

When the workshop orders materials and parts from outside sources.and the
:sources are- responsible for delivery of goods to the workshop,.once again'
packaging specifidations are not required. After all, if the supplierdamages
his own goodS, he will need to replace them. But, if the workshop either-
picks.up. and transperts the materials to the workshop, or has a.shipping firm-
do so, itis accepting the materials in good condition. Thus, the workshop
should have

. accurate packaging specifications which statehowthe material is
to be.packaged. This should insure that materials will arrive undamaged at
the workshop.

The third_area of shipping/receiving specifications of materials-con-
cerns- itself with .delivery_miecifications. Delivery specifications should..--
specify when and.how the materialand Parts should be shipped to the workshop.
It can be stated either as a date on which materials.are to be .shiPped to, or
aS.a date on which.materials are to arrive at the workshop. The..latter is
preferable .since the.workshop does not have to compute the time allowed for,'
transit.of goods from the vendor. The best assurance of the delivery date
.being met is to include in the contract a penalty clause for failure to de-
liver as- promised.. Penalties could be at a stated rate for each-day of the
failure to deliver...acceptable-material. or parts. This .serves as an added in-,
ducement not only to-deliver on time, but also to delivergood.-quality
material-s While the vendor may have to take back unacceptable materials and
replenish with good materials, the workshop may find itself in a situation

7 12



where it will be unable to meet agreed upon cQoyitract deadlines. Thus, work-
shop production and shipping dates may be contingent upon the receipt of
incoming raw materials at the anticipated tfrnete.

From this discussion then it can be seen that shipping/receiving specif-
ications for incoming materials and parts shoLmid include a statement of the
point at which goods are to be delivered, revaings, instructions concerning
packing material, destination of method of sht:=ipping, i.e., parcel post, ex-
press, freight, workshop vehicle, etc.

It now becomes important for the workshop;) to acquire specific informa-
tioh related to the following shipping/receiviNog specification items. Each
of the items is discussed briefly. Each item also appears on the job specif-
ication checklist which is included at the hc=g of this publication.

,Shippin,gafceiving_a_qgyirtmflts_For Incoming M!..laterials

*How are the materials and parts to be shippaed to the facility?

With any contract job the workshop may h deciding to undertake, it must
be determined who the party or parties ate.t that will see to it that mate-
rials and parts are shipped to the worhilcycp. The workshop must determine
this if it is to develop accurate freight costs in connection with the
contract bid.

contractor's vehicle

When the contractor specifies that mte,erials and parts are to be
shipped to the workshop by means ofhim-s vehicle, the workshop should
determine exactly what Will be shipped and specify it on the shipping/
receiving job specification sheet.

oworkshop's vehicle

When the contractor specifies that matiserials and parts to be shipped
to the workshop is the responsibilitycznf the workshop, it is impor-
tant that the workshop determine what,=tnd holgthe,materials will be
shipped. This is a freight expense fom the worksh-op bid. If the
workshop will be using its own vehicle specify it on the specifica-
tion sheet as well as what will be shtwed.

vendor's vehicle

A vendor(s) may be responsible for shii=ping materials to the workshop.
If the contractor has arranged for thi, there should be no charge to
the workshop. However, should the mgicxshoo purchase materials from a

8 13



vendor, there may be charges for having the vendor deliver the mate-
rials. This should be specified on the job specification sheet as it
may be a freight expense for the contract bid.

common carrier

When common carriers are employed to deliver materials to the workshop,
the specifications sheet should state the name/address and other nec-
essary information regarding the carrier as well as_identifying the
material shipped by the carrier. It should be specified who is to
secure the common carrier--the contractor or the workshop.

*contractor secures common carrier

The workshop should specify that the contractor will have materials
delivered by common carrier and also specify who the common carrier
will be.

*workshop secures commnn carrier

Again, it should be specified who the common carrier will be as well
as the materials being delivered. Since the workshop is negotiating
for the carrier, it will most likely assume costs associated with
hiring the carrier. This should be added to the freight expense
section of the contract bid sheet.

'what are the expected dates of shipping and receiving?

The date(s) incoming materials are to be transported to .and received by
the workshop is important for several reasons. First, the information
is required should the workshop be expected to schedule transportation of
the materials. It must inform its driver or the common carrier of the
scheduled shipping and arrival dates. Second, the information is required
for the workshop to properly schedule production. The workshop may find
that it is unable to accept the job because the production time conflicts
with other jobs currently in production. In some instances, the workshop
may be able to change dates with the contractor and, thus, be able to
accept the job.

When will the materials be shipped from points of origin?

For each of the transportation methods discussed above, the workshop should
specify the date(s) that materials are to be shipped from points of origin.
This becomes important especially when the workshop must arrange for mate-
rials to be shipped to the workshop. Common carriers need to be informed
of the date on which they must transfer materials from points of origin.

14
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When are the materials expected to arrive at the workshop?

Agen, for each of the transportation methods discussed above, the workshop
should specify when the materials are expected to be received at the work-
shop. This is required information for production scheduling. Cornon
carriers must be informed of the date(s) on which materials must be deliv-
ered to the workshop.

bat are the points of origin for incoming raw materials?

The workshop must specify the location where each of the materials re-
quired for the contract job are to be picked up. This is especially
important when the workshop instructs its vehicles or common carriers to
transport materials to the workshop.

* What is being delivered to the workshop?

The workshop or contractor should specify the materials to be delivered
by description, purpose, name, dimensions, weight, quality, or other iden-
tifying marks; otherwise, delay errors may occur in delivering correct
materials. Time can be of an essence. Production schedules are thrown_
off balance when time is required to return unwanted materials and obtain
correct materials.

* What method(s) of packing are to be used when transporting materials to the
workshop?

The workshop or contractor should specify the method in which materials
are to be packed for shipment to the workshop. Most often this will have
been taken care of by the contractor. The method of packing, i.e., pal-
lets,- boxes, bins, or bulk may help determine whether the workshop will be
able to use one of its vehicles or be required to hire a common carrier.
The method of packing also clues the workshop as to how the materials will
need to be unloaded, i.e., forklift or by hand. Finally, the method of
packing can assist in planning for storage at the workshop, i.e., bulk may
consume more room than when stacking bins.

Is special handling or added freight insurance required for the material?

Occasionally, materials must be handled in a certain manner to reduce
chances of damage in shipment. If the workshop assumes responsibility
for transporting materials to the workshop, wbether by own vehicle or by
common carrier, it should determine the method of handling. Special
handling requirements .may be the sole determinant of the method of trans-
portation. Added freight insurance may be required to protect the ma-
terials in transit. Also, special handling may increase costs associated
with transportation when a common carrier is procurred.

.10



B. ecifications of Materials

Before a workshop bids on a future cpntract job, it must be aware of the
quality requirements expected by the contractor. Failure to_take this into
consideration can mean increased costs or loss of the job. One major compo-
nent of quality control for any job is the degree of quality imposed on raw
materials being delivered to the workshop. In theory, materials meeting
quality specifications when received at the workshop will be satisfactory in
the end product. If they fail, the specifications may be wrong for the mate-
rial, its processing, or its tolerances.

_Reliable incoming quality control means having correct basic materials/
supplies coming in to the workshop from vendors. IncomintQuality Control is
the_procedure for determining_whether incoming materials meet predetermined
quality specifications. Usually, this is some form of sampling inspection
carried on in the receiving department. Unfortunately, this critical inspec-
tion is not always done thoroughly. One reason is that the receivers do not
have accurate specifications to apply to the incoming materials.

What must the worksho include within i s s eci 'cations related to sualit
r incominl_materials?

What are the materials?

Materials may be designated or specified in a number of ways:

common trade or brand names

The use of specific_terms or indicators, such as the common symbols,
codes, manufacturer's catalog symbols, brand names, or trade names
or designations can assist the individual receiving the materials in
correctly identifying the materials.

descriptions of the materials

Descriptions of the materials can assume several forms: written,
photographs, schematic diagrams, and blueprints. Each assists in
correctly identifying the material received at the workshop. De-
scriptions may also provide measurements, such as dimensions or
proportions.

specifications (specs)

Specifications may assist in designating A-at the materials to be re-
ceived are and can be made available_from several sources: manufac-
turer's specs, trade specs, engineering society standards or other
recognized specs, laboratory specs, government specs, or the workshop
through its own research. In addition to any description of the
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material,_specifications can include information relative to quality
or coriposition, ratings of performance, methods of analysis or test,
and specific requirements as for safety.

The workshop, when preparing written specifications related to the quality re-
quirem.ents of incoming materials, must identify what the materials are that
will_be received at the workshop. Not only is the job of the shipping/
receiving clerk made easier, but delays and errors are lessened when the ma-
terials are identified as being correct the moment they arrive at the workshop.

IS one type or brand recommended or preferred over ano -her?

The decision regarding the type or brand of materials can depend on a num-
ber of factors: contractor's requirements or preference, availability of
and accessibility to the materials, and cost. If a workshop orders a
specific type of material from a vendor, it is easy to compare what has
been received with what was ordered.

* Can materials be substituted without affecting quality?

The workshop should specify which materials can be substituted and under
which circumstances, i.e., lower price, better quality, and/or better per-
formance. When the contractor specifies a particular brand and the work-
shop locates a similar but differently named product, it is *portant that
the replacement product receives approval from the contractor before the
workshop proceeds with the purchase; otherwise, the workshop may discover
that it is manufacturing unacceptable products for the contractor.

* Are the materials compatible with workshop methods of operations?

Materials can affect quality. Defective raw materials contribute to fur-
ther product defects. The quality specifications of incoming raw materials
must provide detailed information on the materials. The workshop must be
able to examine the materials prior to doing the job. This allows the
workshop time to experiment with the materials before permitting it to
enter the manufacturing stage. The workshop may discover that some mate-
rials may not be_compatible with machinery and acceptable_substitute
materials or equipment may have to be located. The materials should be
checked against machinery, tools and jigs, and materials handling equip-
ment. The workshop May find that although having the capability to
complete a job, it cannot unload or move materials within the operations
area.

Which materials flaws are acceptable and which are unacceptable?

In some instances,_incoming raw materials will contain a percentage of
pieces that could be regarded as unacceptable for use in manufacturing
acceptable completed products. So that the shipping/receiving clerk and/
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or quality control specialist for the workshop can properly check incoming
raw materials, written quality specifications should describe in detail
which materials flaws will be accepted and to what degree.. Generally,
there are three basic quality control inspection methods that a workshop
can choose from for monitoring incoming raw material quality. Each repre-
sents a different degree of accuracy and time expense. The three methods
are: random spot checks of the materials, simple spot checks of the mate-
rials, and screening or 100% inspection of the materials.

Random spot checks of materials are_low in cost, providing relatively low
quality control accuracy. This method should be used when there is a hioh
degree of credence that the random check of the incoming raw materials is
representative of the total quantity received. There exists a certain
amount of inherent risk in using the random spot check method because of
the continual assumption that the random check is indicative of the larger
quantity. This method should only be used when the risk can be safely
assumed and quality requirements are either low or nonexistent.

Simple inspection sampling plans provide workshops with a relatively accu-
rate inspection method for determining whether material batches or lots
are fixed quantities of materials. For example, a batch may be 50, 100,
500 or any predetermined number of like material pieces. This method re-
quires that a certain number of pieces in each batch or lot be inspected.
Based on this sampling, the entire batch or lot can be either accepted or
rejected. Inspection sampling should be used when quality requirements
are specified at less than 100%.

Screening or 100% inspection is the most costly of the three methods.
This is a method in which each and every piece of material is :individually
inspected. Screening is the most accurate of the three methods and pro-
vides a relatively high assurance that defects will be detected before the
materials enter the manufacturing process. Of course, if one individual
checked each piece of material, errors could result from the monotony of
screening. When fatigue sets -in, the inspector's attention to detail is
lowered.. Screening or 100% inspection should be used when absolute quality
is required, regardless of the extreme costs associated with the method.
With the above three methods discussed, the workshop must decide which will
be used in connection with the contract job it is considering. The quality
specifications sheet should specify the inspection method to be used, the
flaws which will be accepted and those that will not be accepted, toler-
ances of quality for the materials received, and the percentage of defects
allowed per shipment, batch, or lot. Without such specifications, the
workshop will.have little idea_ of the quality of the materials received.
In turn, it will not realize that unacceptable products may be manufactured
at the workshop..

0 Who determines acceptable quality standards for incoming raw materials?

Depending on the type of job and the relationship existing between the
contractor and the workshop, quality standards can be determined in three
ways: by the contractor, together by the contractor and the workshop, and
by the_workshop. Quality specification sheets should specify who will
determine acceptable quality standards for incoming raw materials.
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Contractor determines quality standards

Here the contractor determines all quality control standards relative
to the product. Contractor determined quality control standards can
be expected when quality is critical and cannot be compromised. The
process of determining acceptable quality is accelerated by having the
contractor generate all standards. The workshop should exercise cau-
tion in preparing a contract bid where the contractor determines
quality of materials and the completed product. Failure by the work-
shop to identify quality costs incurred through higher levels of
inspection, excessive rework, scrap, and slower manufacturing levels
can result in a financial drain for the workshop.

Contractor and workshop determine quality standards

This method eliminates much of the potential quality control confusim
inherent with the previous method. An immediate relationship is de-
veloped between the contractor and the workshop when both determine
quality standards. Both are aware of the quality levels established
at the outset. Neither can say that they did not realize what was re-
quired.

workshop determines quality standards

Here the workshop solely is the determinant of quality standards for
incoming raw materials and subsequent manufacturing of the materials.
When this method is_used, the contractor has not set quality control
standards or_guidelines and feels that quality is noncritical. In
this case, the workshop may want to set its own quality control stan-
dards to maintain an acceptable level of quality.

C. Manufacturin S ecifications of Materials

Whenever a workshop accepts a contract job, it must have sufficient in-
formation with which to turn raw materials into completed products. Workshop
personnel-must determine the most efficient method of doing the work which its
clients are capable of completing. The best method of completing the job is
not necessarily the one which is completed in the fewest operations, but
rather the one which can most efficiently be completed by the clients assigned
to the job. The workshop will want to review and include the following when
preparing manufacturing specifications related to materials used for a contract
job:

Are inventory control records to be maintained for ma erials and supplies
required for the job?

If the contractor does_not specify that the workshop maintain inventory
records of raw materials, then the workshop may desire to do so itself.
Why? So that written records ara maintained in case verification of
materials consumed and materialF remaining is needed. Discrepancies in
numbers can be determined at an' earlier date than if records are not
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maintained. When inventory control records re to be maintained, specify
when the cards must be updated, i.e., daily, weekly, monthly, after each
shipment.

* Is a specific type of inventory control system required?

Specify the type of inventory control system which should be used regard-
ing the contract job. If physical inventories will be taken, will they
be annual, seasonal, or of continuous nature? Are inventory cards to be
maintained? Will inventories be maintained for the storeroom or for bins
of materials?

* Is a method of reporting inventory to the contractor required?

Since most materials being used for a job are owned by the contractor, it
is only proper that he receive information on inventories of materials
used and remaining. If the contractor has requested specific information
on inventories, specify this on the job specifications sheets. Otherwise,
the workshop may decide whether it will want to send ongoing inventory re-
ports to the contractor. For continuous jobs, this may be important since
the contractor can ship additional raw materials to the workshop. One-
time, low quantity jobs may not need to hav ! inventories reported since
they are finished when all raw materials have been used.

How are materials and supplies to be handled?

When normal handling methods can be used for moving materials and supplies
throughout the workshop, specifications are not necessary. However, when
precautions with moving_materials are necessary, the workshop should spec-
ify the method of handling. Materials damaged in movement result in
lowered revenues realized from the jobs.

How and where are materials and supplies be stored?

Rather than deciding on a storage place after the arrival of raw_materials
at the workshop, the specifications sheets should describe material stor-
age. Specify special conditions of storage, such as heating, cooling,
freedom from dust. Specify whether the materials will be warehoused at
the workshop as well as the duration of time.

O How are materials and supplies to be laid out for the job?

When _the contract has a specific job layout, then the specifications can
describe_the positioning .of materials for the job. For example, materials
may be placed at each individual work station or they may be at several
key location spots within the job area. When a workshop must design how
the job processing will be completed, this information will not be recorded
on the specification sheets.
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hat are the specifications of tools, equipment, or machinery necessary to
urn materials and supplies into finished products?

Job specification information should include sufficient description of
tools, equipment and machinery used in processing the work. This infor-
mation is important if the workshop is to borrow, rent, or purchase
correct pieces of equipment and machinery. With accurate descriptions,
the workshop is also able to determine the cost of the tools and equip-
ment. This information is necessary for determining the contract bid
price. The specifications should include the following descriptions:
name or brand required, size and dimensions, safety features, and any
other identifying marks or uses.

Part 2: Manufacturing_Specifications

Manufacturing specifications should state clearly how each material re-
quired for a contract job should be entered into the manufacturing process of
that job. Without proper and realistic manufacturing specifications the work-
shop cannot process and deliver acceptable completed products to the contrac-
tor. The workshop, either independently of or together with the contractor,
must develop clear and accurate manufacturing specifications prior to bidding
on a contract job.

The good manufacturing specification is written to assure general under-
standing, repeatability, accuracy, and interchangeability between machines,
tooling, persons, and inspection gauges. Therefore, blueprint and shop spec-
ification requirements must be fully compatible with process capability. Both
should be complete, precise, detailed, and capable of only one interpretation.
Whereas blueprints tell the operator what to make, shop specifications are
written instruction sheets prescribing work methods and motions. They explore
the problem of how to make it. Thus, specifications cover physical character-
istics of products other than finishes, form and contour, and dimensions and
tolerances. They give details on materials to be used. They provide complete
instructions for doing required labor operations, including specifications of
best machine and tooling, handling system, inspection and performance tests
required, and so on.

Job-specifications are developed to assist the workshop in the completion
of the job as the contractor wants it completed (at a particular time). Dur-
ing preplanning and later, during the production phase, workshop specifications
may need to be changed for cause. For example, plant engineers may develop,
or hear of improved equipment and/or tooling; or use of a new, improved mate-
rial may force a change in the workshop operations performed or in the machines
and work methods utilized. The workshop specification should then be changed
accordingly, as of a selected effective date, and copies of the change notice
should go to all holders of the workshop specifications, i.e., production
supervisors, foreman, contractor, and operations manager.

If employees start working with incomplete or incorrect instructions, they
probably will turn out faulty production. Thus, employees must be considered
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as part of the.manufacturing process flow. Incomplete or incorrect manu-
facturing specifications can result in two types of time losses. First is
delays. When specifications are incomplete or incorrect, employees cannot
figure out what needs to be done. Thus, more time is required to complete
the work. There is also the tendency on behalf of the employees to want to
do more work than is required for proper functioning. Employees want to make
sure that they avoid criticism. So, because of incomplete specifications,
they end up doing more work than what should have been necessary just "to be
sure." Secondly, incorrect or incomplete specifications may lead employees
to reject work that may be qu'Ae satisfactory. Such rejection may lead to
extra work, additional scrap, or rework. More time is added when employees
are required to inspect and sort out acceptable products from bins originally
thought to contain rejected products.

Accurate manufacturing specifications allow for increased efforts by
the workshop to control the quality of processes and final product performance,
allow for a smoother transition in shipping completed products to the con-
tractor, allow supervision, etc., to set up a manufacturing process which turns
out acceptable products, reduce costs due to scrap, rework and customer dissat-
isfaction, and assist in determining the performance requirements of individuals
assigned to the various tasks of the job.

As for the case in Part I: Material S- ecifications, manufacturing spec-
ifications will be discussed from the standpoint of the support services
restrictions placed upon the manufacturing of the product, namely shipping/
receiving methods, manufacturing control, and quality control. Each will be
discussed.

A. Shi -in /Receivin ecifications for 0-t oin Products and Unused
Materials and Supplies

Upon fulfilling the requirements of the contractor, that of manufacturing
the products, one final action of the workshop is to ship the completed prod-
ucts as well as any unused materials and supplies belonging to the_contractor.
Final shipping specifications should specify when and how the completed prod-
ucts and unused materials should be shipped from the workshop. It can be
stated either as a date on which products are shipped to, or as a date on
which products are to arrive at the contractor's place of business or other
specified destination point. The latter is preferable because there is a
better chance that the product will be at the specified destination on the re-
quired date. Shipments can be sent On a specified date, but there is no
assurance they will reach their destination on the appointed time.

Shipping specifications for outgoing products and materials should in-
clude a statement of the point at which goods are to be delivered, routings,
instructions concerning packing products, destination of method of shipping,
i.e., parcel post, express, freight, workshop vehicle, contractor's vehicle,
etc.

It becomes important now to discuss the specific information related to
the following shipping specification items. Each of the items will be dis-
cussed briefly. Each item also appears on the job specification checklist
which is included at the back of this publication.
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What raw materials, etc., are to be returned and to where?

Usually, all that is needed is a statement on the specifications sheet
which states: unused materials are to be returned to contractor's place
of business or return unused materials to vendor and send a list of what
was returned to the contractor. In some rare instances, the contractor
may not want any unused materials returned and may instead donate them
to the workshop to use as they desire. If so, note that materials are to
remain at the workshop so that the shipping clerk is aware of it .

how are raw materials to be shipped?

With any contract job the workshop may be deciding to undertake, it must
determine who the party or parties are that will see to it that unused
materials are returned. The workshop must determine this if it is to
develop accurate freight costs in connection with the contract bid.

O Contractor's vehicle

Specify what unused materials are to be returned by contractor's vehicle.
Quantities, of course, remain unknown until completion of the Job.

a Workshop' s vehicle

Specify what unused materials are to be returned by the workshop's vehicle.
If unused materials are shipped independently of completed goods, this will
result in an additional freight expense for the workshop bid sheet.

a Vendor's vehicle

Specify what unused materials are to be returned by vendor's vehicle. The
workshop should determine if the vendor charges a cost for picking up un-
used materials. If the workshop must pay for the vendor's services, this
will be an additional freight expense; however, it cannot be included on
the contract bid since it is a variable factor. The workshop will have
to bill the contractor for the vendor's charges afterward.

a Common carrier

When common carriers are employed to return unused materials to the con-
tractor, the specifications sheet should state the name/address and other
necessary information regarding the carrier as well as identifying what

will be shipped. This latter information may remain unknown until comple-
tion of the Job. When the workshop pays the common carrier to return
unused materials, this becomes an additional freight expense borne by the

workshop. The workshop will have to bill the contractor for the vendor's
charges afterwards.
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How are unused materials to be packaged?

Specify the manner in which unused materials are to_ be packaged for ship-
ment back to the contractor. This mly be no more than stating that unused
materials are to be packaged in the same marner in which they arrived.

When are unused materials to be returned?

Unused materials can be returned separately from or together with com-
pleted products. Specify when on the specifications sheet so the shipping
clerk will be aware of the date(s). Whenever possible, unused materials
should be returned at the same time completed products are returned. The
longer materials remain in the workshop, the greater the risk that they
may be damaged, etc. They also occupy space which may be needed for other
jobs.

How are finished goods to be shipped to the contractor?

As was the case with returning unused materials, the workshop should spec-
ify how finished goods are to be shipped: via workshop vehicle, contrac-
tor's vehicle, or common carrier. The workshop incurs a freight expense
when it ships via its own vehicle. This should be included in the contract
bid sheet under the freight expense.

here are finished products to be shipped?

Specify the shipping destination point of finished products on the speci-
fications sheet. _When more than one location is involved, list each as
well as what and how much is to be shipped there.

When are they to be shipped/when must they arrive at point of destination?

The contractor may specify that completed products be shipped at the com-
pletion of the job, or in the case of a large contract, after a specified
period of time has elapsed or "X" number of pieces have been completed.
When the workshop arranges transportation, it will need to know when the
products must be at the contractor's place of business.

What finished products are to be shipped?

Here the specifications sheet should include a description of size, weight,
quantity, and name or other identifying descriptions.

What method of packing is to be used during shipping?

Specify whether the finished products will be packed in boxes, bins, on
pallets, etc. The contractor may have his preference or allow the work-
shop to determine the most appropriate method of packing.
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*Is special handling or added freight insurance requ red for shipping finished
products?

Occasionally, finished products must be handled in a certain manner to re-
duce chances of damage in shipment. If the workshop assumes responsibility
for transporting finished products to the contractor, whether by own vehi-
cle or by common carrier, it should determine the method of handling.
Special handling requirements may be the sole determinant of the method of
transportation. Added freight insurance may be required to protect the
finished products in transit. Also, special handling may increase costs
associated with transportation when a common carrier is procured.

B. gAlity_qpntrol Re uirements of Materials In-Process

When raw materials entering the workshop meet specified quality standards,
there should then be no errors or flaws in materials entering the production
line. Once materials begin entering_production, however, quality errors may
begin developing. Therefore, there is the need for the workshop to periodi-
cally check or inspect work which is in some state of completion.

In- rocess ins-ection is performed on the production line as the product
is being worked on. Advantages of inspecting on the production line include:
the immediacy with which problems of quality can be pinpointed and the savings
gained by not having to disassemble completed units or open sealed cartons
filled with completed units. For maximum effect, inspection points should be
designed into the production line as it is being laid out. The most rigorous
inspection should be performed during the in-process inspection. It is during
this time that problems can be most easily corrected with the least expense to
the workshop.

What is meant by inspection? Simply stated, inspection is a routine pro-
cedure for closely observing and measuring the_one. Or more critical quality
dimensions leading to a judgment of "good".or "bad" for the piece of product
inspected. Inspection_is useful for identifying sources of defects and the
people responsible. When it has done this, management can then act promptly
to prevent recurrence of the trouble. The following are some of the more
common sources of quality trouble: design errors; errors in establishing tol-
erences; errors in production planning .and routing; workers attitudes, skill-
deficiencies or use of wrong methods; defects in raw materials or purchased
parts; poor working conditions such as bad lighting; and use of wrong or in-
adequate machine or tooling for the production job to be done. Because these
sources of quality trouble are common occurrences in workshops, inspection
points should be designated on the specifications sheets.

What then should the worksho
lbecifications for materials in-

concern itsel with when determinin ualit
rocess?

What process.(method) will be used to manufacture the product(s)?

The specifications sheet shoUld describe in detail the method for manu-
facturing the product(s). This information is needed by industrial
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engineers or time study personnel so as to establish time standards and
subsequent costs related to the job. The information also serves to
assist supervisors in correctly setting up the job.

The quality of products while being produced is known as process quality
control. Process quality control is the procedure for determining
whether_ the product or service being manufactured by the_workshop meets
acceptable quality standards. For example, process quality control can
be used by a laundry department to check whether correct amounts of de-
tergent are being placed into washing machines.

When the contract does not have a specific method or process for com-
pleting a job, then the workshop must determine how it will complete the
job. This information is necessary for the workshop to (I) determine if
it is able to complete the job, and (2) accurately determine costs fbr
doing the job.

Will this process contribute to the necessary level of quality?

This is an important question which the workshop must be able to answer in
the positive. It does not need to appear on the job specifications sheet.
If uncertainty exists, then the workshop should either devise another pro-
cess or refine the existing one. Regardless, the process must work or the
workshop will turn out poor quality products.

Flow many inspection points are required by the contractor?

If the job is one which was previously done elsewhere, the workshop may be
able to obtain information on the number and location of inspection points.
Caution should be exercised because the workshop may be bidding on the job
because quality was poor at the other job site. When detailing the pro-
cess for the job on the specifications sheet, include the inspection
points. Details related to the inspection points can be written elsewhere
on the sheets. Inspection points to consider for work in-process include
the following: (1) before or after key operations where there is a high
probability of defects (at machinery), (2) before costly operations,
(3) wherever succeeding operations would conceal defects, (4) at the last
step of any series of operations that are logically grouped, (5) after
each set-up of a job on a machine, (6) anywhere along a single fabrication
or assembly line, and (7) at the close of departmental responsibilities.

ibis this a sufficient number of inspection points for the facility?

Again, this is a question which need not appear on the specifjcations
sheet; rather, the workshop should be comfortable with the number of in-
spection points normally used in connection with the job.
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Are_ additional inspection points required of the facility as a result of
employing handicapped persons?

If yes, then add these inspection points to the process specifications.
Remember the workshop accepts a job with the understanding that it will
turn out acceptable quality products. If this requires additional in-
spection points, then so be it. This is not to say that some inspection
points cannot be eliminated once the handicapped persons have been
trained for their job tasks. In fact, inspection points may "float"
throughout the job. When a new handicapped person has been placed on a
job task, his work may be inspected until training has been successfully
completed.

a Does the manufacturing process need to be modified to provide inspection at
key points?

The workshop may find that the most appropriate manufacturing process will
not meet the quality requirements_desired and thus will have to modify the
proces.s. This could be due to (1) the type_of machinery being used, or
(2)_the skills a 1 capabilities of the handicapped individuals who will be
assigned to the , b. If the process needs to be adjusted, then the work-
shop should make nanges on the specifications sheet. Changes made in
operation method after the job has started will result in lost time and
additional expenses.

Will key inspection points create bottlenecks in the manufacturing process?

The inspection of work in process may create places where work slows.
Bottlenecks_may occur. If the workshop is able to determine those in-
spection points which may result in bottlenecks, it may be possible to
eliminate them by means of line-balancing. The workshop could add a
second individual as inspector of work at a particular inspection point
which would maintain the work flow.

060iat are the inspections to be made?

Specify the inspections which will need to be made while the work is in-
process. When detailing the inspections on the specifications sheets,
be sure to include information as to the method of inspection which will
be used. For example, the workshop may find it necessary to inspect each
piece. Keep in mind that this is a costly method of inspection. A more

economical and practical method is the technique of sampling. With this
method, samples (or pieces) of work are selected for inspection. When

describing the inspections specify: the tolerances which are acceptable,
the number of defects which will be allowed per batch or lot, what must
be_inspected, when the inspections are to be completed, and the individ-
uals (by name or title) designated to perform the inspections.

Note: The workshop may have a rule that the first piece must be inspected.
The supposition is that if the first piece is correct, the machine is cor-

rectly set up. The employee has understood his job instructions and has
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transferred these to his machine. This assumption can be wrong if both the
machine operator and the inspector misinterpreted the specifications or blue-
prints. The workshop may find that the machine needs fine adjustment after
turning out 1,000 pieces. In other words, an acceptable first piece does
not necessarily guarantee a correct final piece.

'Can defective products be reinserted back into the manufacturing process or
must they be reworked individually?

When defective products, due to their physical makeup, must be reworked,
additional costs are borne by the workshop in correcting the mistakes. If
the workshop received incorrect specifications from the contractor, then
rework costs will most often be absorbed by the contractor. When deciding
how defective products will be reworked, the workshop can select from (1)
reworking individually, or (2) reinserting back into the manufacturing
process. Neither method will necessarily consume less time than the other
but the workshop should decide on one and specify it on the job specifica-
tion sheets. This information is useful and pertinent for supervisors
assigned to the job and for time study personnel.

Who determines acceptable quality standards for ma erials and supplies in
process?

The job specification sheets should specify who determines acceptable
quality standards. Quality can be determined by (1) the customer, (2) the
workshop, or (3) the customer together with the workshop.

*Flow will the operator determine acceptable quality?

The specifications sheets should specify in detail the method for deter-
mining acceptable quality. This may mean providing specifications of
quality for a completed product or it_ may mean providing specifications
of quality at various places during the processing of the work. Time
study personnel need such information in order to prepare accurate times
for completing the work.

0Which product flaws are acceptable and which are unacceptable?

Specify flaws which are acceptable to the contractor (or customer ) and
which are not acceptable. For example, small scratches may be acceptable
while large ones will not be acceptable. To aid production workers in
identifying acceptable/unacceptable flaws, describe the flaws in detail
on the specification sheet. Blueprints or photographs of flaws may help.

C. Qualit- Control Re uirements for Com leted Products

Outgoing quality control is_the final quality check on a product. This
is sometimes referred to as a "final or shipping inspection." It provides
the workshop with a final opportunity to find defects before the product is .

delivered to the customer. Outgoing quality control is necessary even though
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the raw materials incoming quality control) and the product (process quality
control) have already been monitored for acceptable quality because when the
incoming materials and products were inspected these inspections covered
specific checks on the products at a past point in time. Something could
have happened to the product after having been placed into storage. For ex-
ample, cardboard containers could now be crushed as a result of improper
stacking. These containers must be replaced before shipping. In this situ-
ation and others, outgoing quality control will prove to he a necessary final
check. During this final check on quality, final packaging and count can be
inspected to assure that proper quantities, packing procedures, and_shipping
instructions are all according to the contract. This final inspection is
much less rigorous than the receiving or in-process inspections unless the
workshop suspects problems may have occurred. The specifications sheet then
should include the following information:

O Who determines acceptable quality standards of completed products?

Specify whether (I) the customer, (2) the workshop, or (3) the customer
together with the workshop will determine what constitutes acceptable
quality for completed products.

1What inspections are to be made prior to shipment?

Specify in detail each of the inspections which must be completed prior
to shipment. This information is important to workshop time study per-
sonnel because the costs of final inspections must be built into the
contract bid proposal.

D. Manufacturing Resuirements for Processing the Job

Overlapping- v.)ccurs between manufacturing requirements for materials and
for processing the materials. When equipment, tools, and machinery are prop-
erly selected to handle materials and supplies required for the job, then the
products can be completed according to the specifications. Thus, manufactur-
ing equipment, tools, and machinery needed for the contract job must be
planned according to three basic factors:

(1) Can the equipment do the job?

.

If the equipment cannot deliver the required quality and quan-
tity, neither the customer nor the workshop will be satisfied.
Also, the workshop will lose the contract or be required to rework
the defective products--both of which are costly to the workshop.
Equipment must be selected so that production outputs, quality needs,
financial limitations, and worker safety needs are taken into con-
sideration.

(2) Is the equipment available?

Even though the workshop may have the necessary equipment, it
may be unavailable due to it being required on other jobs. Equip-
ment planning must be Coordinated between jobs (production
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scheduling) so that all contracts are assured an accepLable level of
quality.

Can workers operate the equipment consistently and safely?

Workshops should select equipment that can be operated consis-
tently by workers without high levels of maintenance, easily main-
tained by the operator with training, and does not cause unwarranted
safety problems. Down time increases the time required to complete
the job. Injuries from unsafe equipment also increase the amount of
time required to complete the job.

Once the workshop has determined that the equipment can complete the work
per specifications, is available for use, and can be operated consistently and
safely by the workers, then the following.specifications can be answered:

What are the requirements of inventory control?

For each job undertaken by the workshop, a determination will need to be
made as to whether an inventory control system will need to be developed.
Small, one-time contracts may not need any inventory control. Large con-
tracts and/or ongoing contracts most often require some type of inventory
control. If the contractor does not require inventory control records,
the workshop may desire to establish its own internal inventory control
system. Why? To provide structured control by management over materials
and products within the confines of the workshop. An ongoing inventory
control system alerts the management to quantities of products damaged,
missing due to theft or errors in recording/counting, or in need of re-
plenishment if production quotas are to remain at a constant level. There
are several inventory systems from which the workshop can select. More
information can be obtained by referring to the many books available in
public libraries on the subject of inventory control.

Regardless of the inventory system adopted by the workshop, there are a
number of specifications related to inventory control which the workshop
will want to determine.

Is information related to inventory to be given to the contractor, and if
so, what information will be given to the contractor?

If the contractor instructs the workshop as to the information needed,
then the workshop should so state on the specifications sheet. Otherwise,
the workshop may consider giving any or all of the following information
to the contractor: raw materials on hand, goods in process, completed
products on hand in the workshop, and total number of products completed
and sent to the contractor. Other information may include: defective
materials on hand and number of defective completed products_

How and when is inventory information to be given to the contractor?

Specify the method_of informing the contractor--verbally (telephone ) or.
written. Specify if notice is to be given daily, weekly, monthly, or
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at some other interval. This information provides clues as to how often
inventory records are to be updated.

*What are the requirements of materials handling and storage of finished
products?

The requirements of materials handling for any contract is most often the
responsibility of the workshop. The contractor does not care to state how
the raw materials must be moved throughout the workshop. He cares only
that the materials do not become damaged during the moves. The storage of
finished products while awaiting shipping may need to meet the contractor's
specifications. Although damages may be the responsibility of the work-
shop, the contractor does not want to have delays in shipping completed
products simply due to damage of products while in storage. Damaged prod-
ucts mean that shipping schedules can be delayed. When determining the
specifications for handling the finished products and for storage, in-
clude information on the following: are products to be handled by hand,
by hand trucks, by forklift, or by some other means; are products to be
stored on pallets, placed in bins, etc.; are products to be covered by
plastic or canvas to prevent dust from settling; and, are any climate
conditions preferred for products in storage, such as air-conditioning or
heating to a preferred temperature. Precautions must be taken to prevent
products from being damaged while still in the confines of the workshop.

'How are completed products to be packaged for shipment?

Specify the method for packing completed products for shipment to the con-
tractor--i.e., banding, metal bins, cardboard containe. r some other
means. This information is necessary for the shipping clerk.

What skills are required of employees assigned to the job?

Specify the skills required of employees to be assigned to the job. In-

clude information on: aptitudes important to the job, level of dexterity
required, vision, tolerances, etc. Jobs naquiring skills above workshop
capability obviously cannot be completed by the workshop unless individ-
uals having those skills are brought into the workshop.
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SUMMARY

This publication provides rehabilitation workshop personnel with basic
information on job specifications. With an understanding of what is or can
become a job specification, the workshop should be better prepared to analyze
the requirements of the job. The more detailed the specifications of the job,
the easier it will be to determine if the job can be completed by the work-
shop and the costs necessary to complete the job.

Job specifications are accurate descriptions of the technical require-
ments for products, services, or materials. They can assume the form of
diagrams, drawings, industrial standards, or written descriptions. Six im-
portant reasons for having job specifications were_discussed in the publication.
Documented job specifications (1) provide information to the workshop in its
determination as to whether it wants the job, can complete the job correctly,
or can financially benefit from the job; (2) assist the workshop during pro-
duction scheduling, when purchasing materials, and in the selection of
employees for the job;. (3) reduce job parts errors while increasing effi-
ciency on the job; (4) reduce individual_errors associated with_what is meant
by acceptable production; (5) make individual employees responsible for main-
taining acceptable work tolerances; and (6) provide valuable information for
future jobs which are similar and reduces the need for recomputation of mate-
rials and manufacturing specifications.

The subject of how-to-document job specifications was approached from
the standpoint of the support service restrictions placed upon the materials
and process required of a job. Three support service areas were discussed:
shipping/receiving, quality control, and manufacturing. The publication_
discussed the job specifications related to each of the subject areas. Fi-
nally, a checklist was provided so that workshops had information already
in a usable form.

Determining job specifications is an ongoing process for the workshop.
As contractors approach the workshop with new jobs, new specifications will
need to be determined. The more information that can be determined, the
more accurate the bid price will become. This only helps the workshop in
its endeavors to become a business within the community.
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CHECKLIST

SHIPPING/RECEIVING REQUIREMENTS FOR INCOMING MATERIALS

1. How are materials and parts to be shipped to the workshop?

By contractor's vehicle

By workshop's vehicle

By vendor's vehicle

By common carrier

2. Who secures common carrier?

Workshop

Contractor

3. What are the expected dates of shipping/receiving of incoming materials?

4. When are the materials to be shipped from their points of origin?

5. When are the materials expected to arrive at the workshop?

6. What are the points of origin for incoming raw materials?

7. What is being delivered to the works.hop?

B. What method(s) of packing are to be used when transporting materia s
to the workshop?

is special handling or added freight insurance required for the mate-
rials?

QUALITY CONTROL SPECIFICATIONS FOR INCOMING MATERIALS

1. What are the materials - describe?

2. Is one type or brand recommended or preferred over another?

3. Can materials be substituted without affecting quality?

4. Are the materials compatible with workshop methods of operations?

5. Which materials flaws are acceptable and which are unacceptable?

6. Who determines acceptable quality standards for incoming raw materials?

Contractor determines quality standards

Workshop determines quality standards

Contractor and workshop determine quality standards
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MALICUFIAXTURING SPECIFICATIONS OF MATERIALS

1. Are inventory control records to be maintained for materials and
supplies?

2. Is a specific type of inventory control system required?

3. Is a method of reporting inventory to the contractor requi-ed?

4. How are the materials and supplies to be handled?

5. How and where are materials and supplies to be stored?

6. How are materials and supplies to be laid out for the Job?

7. What are the specifications of tools, equipment, or machinery neces-
sary to turn materials and supplies into finished products?

SHIPPING/RECEIVING SPECIFICATIONS FOR OUTGOING COMPLETED PRODUCTS

AND UNUSED MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES

1. What raw materials, etc., are to be returned and to where?

2. How are raw materials to be shipped?

Contractor's vehicle

Workshop's vehicle

Vendor's vehicle

Common carrier

3. How are unused materials to be packaged?

4. When are unused materials to be returned?

5. How are finished goods to be shipped to the contractor?

6. Where are finished products to be shipped?

7. When are finished products to be shipped/when must they arrive at the
point of destination?

8. What finished products are to be shipped? Describe.

9. What method of packing is to be used during shipping?

10. Is special handling or added freight insurance required for shipping
finished products?
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QUALITY CONTROL REQUIREMENTS OF MATERIALS INPROCESS

I. What process (method) will be used to manufacture the products?

2. Will this process contribute to the necessary level of quality?

3. How many inspection points are required by the contractor?

4. Is this a sufficient number of inspection points for the workshop?

5. Are additional inspection points required of the workshop as a result
of employing handicapped persons?

6. Does the manufacturing process need to be modified to provide inspec-
tion at key points?

7. Will key inspection points create bottlenecks in the manufacturing
process?

8. What are the inspections to be made?

9. Can defective products be reinserted back into the manufacturing pro-
cess or must they be reworked individually?

10. Who determines acceptable quality standards for materials and surplies
in-process?

11. How will the operator determine acceptable quality?

12. Which product flaws are acceptable and which are unacceptable?

QUALITY CONTROL REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPLETED PRODUCTS

1. Who determines acceptable quality standards for completed products?

Contractor

Workshop

Contractor and workshop

2. What inspections are to be made prior to shipment?

MANUFACTURING REQUIREMENTS FOR PROCESSING THE JOB

1. What are the requirements of inventory control related to materials
process and to completed products?

Is information related to inventory to be given to the contractor, and
if so, what information is-to be given to the contractor?

How and when is inventory information to be given to the contractor?
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4. What are the requirements of mate- als handling and storage of finished
products?

5. How are completed products to be packaged for shipment?

6. What skills are required of employees assigned to the contract job?

Vision

Dexterity

Aptitudes
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FREIGHT SPECIFICAT ON SHEET

Job:
Date:

I. Point (s) of Origin for Goods Incoming:

2. Poin of De' ination for Goods Shipped:

3. Destination of Materials to be Received:

4. Description of Materials to be Shipped:

5. Mode of Transportation:

6. Method of Packing/Shipping:
.e., pallets, boxes/air freight, truck)

7. Weight and Quantity of _aterials:

Estimated Freight Charges:

9. Name and Address of Freight Handlers:

10. Tii Information Guaranteed for Accuracy:


